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The purpose of this text is to introduce legal sociology in Switzerland. As a 
first step, the location of legal sociology as a discipline within legal science is 
discussed and the methodology of this sub- discipline of the law is explained. 
Thereafter, a case study is employed to exemplify how legal sociology can be 
used to analyse the interrelationship between society, technology, and the 
law in the context of both the proper functioning of the specific form of direct 
democracy that exists in Switzerland and the constitutional safeguards that 
are in place to secure its prerequisites. Techno- economic developments have 
fundamentally changed the media sector. In Switzerland, this has raised the 
question of whether the personalisation of news reporting conflicts with the 
constitutional duties of the Swiss Radio and Television Corporation (SRG), 
ƿƩƣèƸƞiƹ ƻǀƟliơ ƾƣƽǁiơƣ ƟƽƺƞƢơƞƾƿƣƽ. eƩiƾ Ƽǀƣƾƿiƺƹ ƞƽiƾƣƾ ƾƻƣơiƤiơƞllǄ ƺǀƿ ƺƤ 
the formation of Admeira, a joint venture between SRG, Ringier (a media 
company) and Swisscom (the incumbent Swiss telecom company). Admeira 
allows SRG to benefit from Swisscom’s large customer data volumes and 
broad experience in the use of targeting technologies, but raises some con-
cern regarding their constitutional function in Switzerland.
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I. hƩƞƿ iƾ Lƣƨƞl dƺơiƺlƺƨǄ?
ᇳ. D؜ئؖ؜أ؟؜ءؘ
Legal sociology, together with legal history and legal philosophy, constitutes 
one of the foundations of the law as a discipline of scientific study. A com-
mon feature and particularity of these sub- disciplines of the law is their close 
relationship with a neighbouring discipline outside the legal realm. In the 
case of legal sociology, this is obviously the relationship with the discipline 
of sociology. According to Eؠ؜؟ؘ Dبإ؞؛ؘ؜ؠ, one of the discipline’s founders, 
sociology is a science that studies social phenomena as social facts, that is 
manners of acting, thinking, and feeling in society that can be observed from 
an objective perspective.1 Dبإ؞؛ؘ؜ؠ understands sociology as a positivistic 
science. In this context, positivism entails two things: firstly, a particular view 
of social phenomena as objective data and secondly, a value- neutral way of 
examining these phenomena.2 Consequently, the key purpose of sociology is 
to observe social facts as objective data in a value- neutral way. This metho-
dology contrasts with that of the law, which is a normative discipline, opera-
ting in accordance with a societal perception of how things should be. Both 
the law generally and legal doctrine in particular are preoccupied with the 
form of the law, that is to say, they are fundamentally concerned with the 
systematic relationship between various abstract principles, which can then 
be used in order to logically produce decisions in concrete cases. The parti-
cularity of legal language is its performative quality.3 For example, words in a 
statute or a contract do not merely describe a situation or narrate a story; they 
are supposed to have practical effects in the lives of individuals and within 
society.
1 Eؠ؜؟ؘ Dبإ؞؛ؘ؜ؠ, eƩƣ cǀlƣƾ ƺƤ dƺơiƺlƺƨiơƞl MƣƿƩƺƢ, ƿƽƞƹƾlƞƿƣƢ ƟǄ h. D. Hƞllƾ, ƣƢiƿƣƢ 
and with a new introduction by Steven Lukes, New York 2013, p. 20.
2 cآؘؚإ Cآااؘإإؘ؟؟, The Sociology of Law: An Introduction, 2nd edition, Oxford 1992, p. 11.
3 Jآ؛ء L. éبئا؜ء, Hƺǂ ƿƺ Dƺ eƩiƹƨƾ ǂiƿƩ hƺƽƢƾ, ᇴƹƢ ƣƢiƿiƺƹ, OǃƤƺƽƢ ᇳᇻᇹᇷ ᄬᇳᇻᇸᇴᄭ.
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Legal sociology does not belong to the formally closed realm of legal doc-
trine nor does it merely describe legal facts in an objective way. Its paradoxi-
cal location in- between the disciplines of law and sociology is reflected in the 
various different names that are used to describe the field at issue; besides 
legal sociology, the terms sociology of law, sociological jurisprudence, juri-
sprudential sociology, law and society, sociolegal studies, and legal realism 
are also frequently encountered within the academic literature. While most 
of these terms lack precise contours, in this chapter, the term “legal socio-
logy” is used in order to emphasise that the subject we are dealing with is a 
sub- field of the law as opposed to a sub- field of sociology. Legal sociologists 
can be defined as jurists who are particularly interested in studying the law 
from an interdisciplinary perspective. Rather than viewing the law as a for-
mally closed and scientifically self- sufficient system, they observe the law as 
a realm embedded within broader societal dynamics. To properly adhere to 
this methodology, legal sociologists must temporarily externalise their obser-
vation perspective; they must examine the law from a position that is inde-
pendent from the discipline itself. On the other hand, legal sociologists do 
not content themselves with simply observing and describing the law from an 
external, sociological perspective; instead, they look to re- import what they 
have learned back into the law, in order to improve the law’s workings.
The origins of the scientific study of law and society date back to the 
threshold of the 20th century when two lawyers, Eبؘؚء E؛إ؟؜ؖ؛ (in Europe) 
and cآئؖآؘ aآبءؗ (in the United States), together argued that a formalist 
conception of the law (where law is encapsulated in a closed and self- sufficient 
realm of jurisprudence) should be rejected. In order to oppose and overcome 
legal formalism, they invented sociological jurisprudence as a field of research 
that was, as aآبءؗ had famously stated in 1910, more concerned with law 
in action than law in books.4 They claimed that any scientific study of legal 
practice in general is a sub- domain of sociology.ᇷ Hƺǂƣǁƣƽ, ƿƩƣ ƻƽƺƟlƣƸ ǂiƿƩ 
conceiving legal science as a sub- domain of sociology is that one overlooks the 
fundamental difference between “is” and “ought”. Whereas the statement that 
something “is” the case is a description of observed facts, as sociological stu-
dies do, the statement that something “ought” to be the case, as the law does, 
4 cآئؖآؘ aآبءؗ, Law in Books and Law in Action, in American Law Review, 44, 1910, 
pp. 12.
ᇷ Eبؘؚء E؛إ؟؜ؖ؛, FǀƹƢƞƸƣƹƿƞl aƽiƹơiƻlƣƾ ƺƤ ƿƩƣ dƺơiƺlƺƨǄ ƺƤ Lƞǂ, ƿƽƞƹƾlƞƿƣƢ ƟǄ hƞlƿƣƽ 
L. Mƺll, Nƣǂ Bƽǀƹƾǂiơk ᇴᇲᇲᇴ ᄬᇳᇻᇳᇵᄭ, ƻ. ᇴᇷ; cآئؖآؘ aآبءؗ, eƩƣ dơƺƻƣ ƞƹƢ aǀƽƻƺƾƣ ƺƤ 
dƺơiƺlƺƨiơƞl JǀƽiƾƻƽǀƢƣƹơƣ, iƹ HƞƽǁƞƽƢ Lƞǂ cƣǁiƣǂ, ᇴᇶᄬᇺᄭ, ᇳᇻᇳᇳ, ƻƻ. ᇷᇻᇳ, ƻ. ᇷᇻᇶ.
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prescribes a normative end. Although it was some time ago that the pioneers 
were trying to resolve the paradox of engaging in a sociological analysis of 
the law, the distinction between description (“is”) and prescription (“ought”) 
continues to present a methodological challenge to legal sociology.
ᇴ. Mؘا؛آؗ
While legal sociology is not a sub- discipline of sociology, it has, ever since 
its beginnings, been influenced by the writings of classic sociological theo-
rists including éبؚبئاؘ Cآؠاؘ ᄬᇳᇹᇻᇺᅬᇳᇺᇷᇹᄭ, Kؔإ؟ Mؔإث ᄬᇳᇺᇳᇺᅬᇳᇺᇺᇵᄭ, Eؠ؜؟ؘ 
Dبإ؞؛ؘ؜ؠ ᄬᇳᇺᇷᇺᅬᇳᇻᇳᇹᄭ, Mؔث hؘؘؕإ ᄬᇳᇺᇸᇶᅬᇳᇻᇴᇲᄭ, eؔ؟ؖآاا aؔإئآءئ ᄬᇳᇻᇲᇴᅬ
ᇳᇻᇹᇻᄭ, N؜؞؟ؔئ Lب؛ؠؔءء ᄬᇳᇻᇴᇹᅬᇳᇻᇻᇺᄭ ƞƹƢ Jüإؘؚء Hؘؔؕإؠؔئ (born in 1929), 
to mention just a few. Adopting a sociological perspective enables the legal 
sociologist to take into account social facts which offer important information 
about the law’s causes as well as its effects. Legal sociology is thus an empiri-
cal science of the law, analysing its emergence and functioning. The approach 
is decidedly objectivist; it aims at a value- free observation and description of 
factual developments, without letting normative preconceptions dictate the 
outcome. To better understand the operation and effect of the law, legal socio-
logy builds on or develops theories offering perceptions of the social structure 
and the law’s function within a society of ever- growing complexity. 
What exactly is a theory? A theory is generally defined as an abstract scien-
tific idea or model that is used to describe a certain aspect of reality. Besides 
simply describing this reality, a theory normally also attempts to provide 
explanatory (causal) statements. A social theory, more specifically, aims at 
explaining social phenomena. To meet the ambitions of science, verification 
or falsification through empiric observation is also required. The purpose of 
using theory in the social sciences is primarily complexity management: a 
theory provides for a simplified model of the reality segment that the resear-
cher is attempting to observe, describe and test. Without such simplification, 
the observed segment would be overly complex and the observation would 
not be distinct from noise and therefore be unsuitable to draw meaningful 
conclusions from it. 
Thus, a theory enables a social scientist to make certain assumptions 
about the world and to build analyses, comparisons and predictions from 
this assumption without being permanently required to take account of the 
world’s full complexity in his work. Regarding the ways in which theories 
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materialise, it is roughly possible to distinguish between inductive and deduc-
tive approaches. Inductive theories come about through the observation of a 
certain aspect of reality, followed by a subsequent explanation that needs to 
be generalised and then empirically tested. Deductive theories, in contrast, 
build on hypotheses that are designed by a theorist through abstract thin-
king. The persuasiveness of a given hypothesis is then measured in relation to 
the results that its exposure to empiric verification or falsification produces.
As a rule, all types of social theories may find application in legal sociology. 
It should be noted, however, that if several theories are simultaneously used 
to analyse a specific reality, special attention must be paid to their compatibi-
lity with one another. This is one methodological challenge to legal sociology; 
an even bigger challenge, however, relates to the aforementioned distinction 
between “is” and “ought”. The question is how to transfer the knowledge that 
is gained within the descriptive context of social science to the realm of legal 
practice, which is where normative conclusions are drawn and performa-
tive effects result. The impossibility to meld the law and the social sciences 
is a paradox. The way out of this paradox is to construct legal sociology as 
a two- step method of socio- legal analysis. The first step involves an empiric 
observation and description of real legal problems from the perspective of 
social science and social theory. While this is necessary to fully understand 
the social dimension of the legal problems at issue, a second step must follow 
where an attempt is made to re- import the gained insights back into the legal 
system. This second step requires a change of perspective from describing 
social facts to prescribing normative ends and is essential if legal sociology is 
to contribute to the law’s improvement.
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II.  Lƞǂ, dƺơiƣƿǄ ƞƹƢ Diƽƣơƿ 
Democracy 
The political system in Switzerland is characterised by a specific form of direct 
democracy that exists within the framework of the Federal Constitution.ᇸ In 
the following section, I will first analyse the autonomy of the political system 
in Switzerland from a sociological perspective. In a second step, the societal 
preconditions of direct democracy in Switzerland will be identified. Third, 
I will elaborate on how the Constitution enlists mass media in general and 
public service broadcasting in particular to contribute to the effective functi-
oning of democracy in Switzerland. 
ᇳ. aآ؟؜ا؜ؖؔ؟ Aباآءآؠج 
When I refer to political autonomy, something particular is in my mind: the 
understanding of politics as an autonomous sub- system of society in the 
sense of N؜؞؟ؔئ Lب؛ؠؔءء’s theory of autopoietic social systems. Autonomy 
of politics in this sense implies that the system is capable of self- reproduction 
according to its own rules, that is, political rules (not, for example, economic 
or religious rules). Lب؛ؠؔءء conceptualises society itself as an autopoietic 
system; this term is used to describe something that is reproducing its ele-
ments out of its own elements.ᇹ The elements of a social system are com-
munications, as opposed to humans, or actions of humans, or other agents.ᇺ 
Lب؛ؠؔءء defines communication as the synthesis of three selections: the 
selection of “utterance”, the selection of “information”, and the selection of 
ᇸ FƣƢƣƽƞl Cƺƹƾƿiƿǀƿiƺƹ ƺƤ ƿƩƣ dǂiƾƾ CƺƹƤƣƢƣƽƞƿiƺƹ ƺƤ ᇳᇺ éƻƽil ᇳᇻᇻᇻ, dc ᇳᇲᇳ; ƾƣƣ Ƥƺƽ ƞƹ EƹƨliƾƩ 
ǁƣƽƾiƺƹ ƺƤ ƿƩƣ Cƺƹƾƿiƿǀƿiƺƹ ǂǂǂ.ƞƢƸiƹ.ơƩ ᄬƩƿƿƻƾ://ƻƣƽƸƞ.ơơ/MᇺfJ-dᇵᇸᇻᄭ. 
ᇹ N؜؞؟ؔئ Lب؛ؠؔءء, dƺơiƞl dǄƾƿƣƸƾ, ƿƽƞƹƾlƞƿƣƢ ƟǄ JƺƩƹ BƣƢƹƞƽǅ ǂiƿƩ Diƽk Bƞƣơkƣƽ, 
dƿƞƹƤƺƽƢ ᇳᇻᇻᇷ ᄬᇳᇻᇺᇶᄭ.
ᇺ Hبؚ؛ Bؔثاؘإ, Niklas Luhmann’s Theory of Autopoietic Legal Systems, in Annual 
cƣǁiƣǂ ƺƤ Lƞǂ ƞƹƢ dƺơiƞl dơiƣƹơƣ, gƺl. ᇻ, ᇴᇲᇳᇵ, ƻƻ. ᇳᇸᇹ, ƻ. ᇳᇹᇸ; Hؔءئ- Gؘآإؚ Mآؘ؟؟ؘإ, The 
Radical Luhmann, New York 2012, pp. 19.
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“understanding”.9 In a communication process, the distinctions of utterance 
and information of the first communication are understood by the second 
one. While an utterance is an act of expression, information refers to the dis-
tinction between the act and its content. The existence of a system implies a 
distinction between the system and its environment. Every system constitu-
tes itself according to one specific (binary) difference, and everything that 
is not part of the system is in the environment. For the political system, for 
example, the juxtaposition of the (binary) values of “power” and “not power” 
is constitutive. Systems are operatively closed, which implies that for their 
reproduction they simply monitor their own operations and exclude every 
other consideration. Within society, a number of sub- systems have differenti-
ated: they differ from each other in the specific function that they fulfil within 
ƾƺơiƣƿǄ. aƺliƿiơƾ iƾ ƺƹƣ ƺƤ ƿƩƣ ƾƺơiƞl ƾǄƾƿƣƸƾ ƿƩƞƿ Lب؛ؠؔءء distinguishes in 
his writings. Other sub- systems of society that he covers in his scholarship 
include the economy, science, art, religion, education, mass media, and family.
The function of the political system is “providing the capacity that is requi-
red for assuring collectively binding decisions”.10 Although the political system 
is distinct from the legal system (whose function it is to generalise normative 
expectations), both legislation (the acts of making and enacting statutes) and 
constitutions provide for important mechanisms of structural coupling bet-
ween the two systems. Statutes are simultaneously important for the law and 
for politics. In legislation, the law prescribes the form that statutes must have. 
aƺliƿiơƾ, ƺƹ ƿƩƣ ƺƿƩƣƽ ƩƞƹƢ, ƽƣƼǀiƽƣƾ ƿƩƣ ơƽƣƞƿiƺƹ ƺƤ ƾƿƞƿǀƿƣƾ iƹ ƺƽƢƣƽ ƿƺ Ɵƣ 
able to implement political power. The legal system is internally structured 
through the distinction between its centre and periphery.11 While courts are 
at the centre of the legal system, legislation (and contracts) is located in its 
periphery. It is the periphery which is the contact zone between social sys-
tems. The periphery is thus the place where a democratic impulse coming 
from the political system may trigger changes within the legal system. As an 
example one may think of a newly adopted statute that compels the courts 
to adapt an established case law. A constitution is a second mechanism of 
9 N؜؞؟ؔئ Lب؛ؠؔءء, The Autopoiesis of Social Systems, in R. F. Geyer and Johannes van 
Ƣƣƽ kƺǀǂƣƹ ᄬƣƢƾ.ᄭ, dƺơiƺơǄƟƣƽƹƣƿiơ aƞƽƞƢƺǃƣƾ: OƟƾƣƽǁƞƿiƺƹ, Cƺƹƿƽƺl, ƞƹƢ Eǁƺlǀƿiƺƹ ƺƤ 
dƣlƤ- dƿƣƣƽiƹƨ dǄƾƿƣƸƾ, LƺƹƢƺƹ ᇳᇻᇺᇸ, ƻƻ. ᇳᇹᇴ, ƻ. ᇳᇹᇷ.
10 N؜؞؟ؔئ Lب؛ؠؔءء, The Reality of the Mass Media, translated by Kathleen Cross, Stanford 
ᇴᇲᇲᇲ ᄬᇳᇻᇻᇷ; ơiƿ. Lب؛ؠؔءء, eƩƣ cƣƞliƿǄ ƺƤ ƿƩƣ Mƞƾƾ MƣƢiƞᄭ, ƻ. ᇺᇶ.
11 Bؔثاؘإ, ƻ. ᇳᇹᇸ.
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structural coupling between the law and politics.12 The constitution of a 
nation state has a double existence as a supreme text of legal authority and 
as a political foundation of society. A nation state constitution thus provides 
“political solutions for the problem of self- reference of the legal system and legal 
solutions for the problem of self- reference of the political system”.13 
The democratic potential of a political system depends on the extent to 
which it is able to maintain its autopoiesis.14 The state itself is defined by 
Lب؛ؠؔءء as the self- description of the political system. It is possible to 
observe the state’s operations and its autopoiesis both from the perspective of 
society and from the perspective of interactions between citizens. From the 
perspective of society, a state itself is autopoietic as long as it is able to shape 
its self- reproduction autonomously both internally (i.e. in relation to the sub- 
systems of politics) and externally (i.e. in relation to the governmental and 
non- governmental entities in its environment). From the perspective of inter-
actions, a state can enhance its autopoiesis by maximising the conditions for 
citizen participation in the political process.ᇳᇷ
HiƾƿƺƽiơƞllǄ, ƿƩƣ ƢiƤƤƣƽƣƹƿiƞƿiƺƹ ƺƤ ƻƺliƿiơƾ ƞƾ ƞƹ ƞǀƿƺƹƺƸƺǀƾ ƾƺơiƞl ƾǄƾ-
tem developed in stages. In the terminology used by Jüإؘؚء Hؘؔؕإؠؔئ, 
these stages can be described as “the bourgeois state”, followed by “the bour-
geois constitutional state” and finally “the democratic constitutional state”. 
Reconstructed within a framework of systems theory, these terms articulate 
self- descriptions of the political system at different junctures in the process 
of societal differentiation. In this sense, the first stage of the bourgeois state 
describes an absolutist rule establishing “a sovereign state power with a mono-
poly on coercive force as the sole source of legal authority”.ᇳᇸ The second stage 
of the bourgeois constitutional state describes a condition of advanced poli-
tical differentiation which enables citizens to claim subjective public rights 
against the sovereign power before an independent authority.ᇳᇹ The division 
12 N؜؞؟ؔئ Lب؛ؠؔءء, Law as a Social System, translated by Klaus Alex Ziegert, Oxford 2004 
(1993; cit. Lب؛ؠؔءء, Lƞǂ ƞƾ ƞ dƺơiƞl dǄƾƿƣƸᄭ, ƻƻ. ᇶᇲᇷ.
13 Lب؛ؠؔءء, Law as a Social System, p. 410.
14 dؔءؗإؔ Bإؔؠؔء, eƩƣ éǀƿƺƻƺiƣƿiơ dƿƞƿƣ: CƺƸƸǀƹiơƞƿiƺƹ ƞƹƢ DƣƸƺơƽƞƿiơ aƺƿƣƹƿiƞl iƹ 
ƿƩƣ Nƣƿ, iƹ Jƺǀƽƹƞl ƺƤ ƿƩƣ éƸƣƽiơƞƹ dƺơiƣƿǄ ƺƤ IƹƤƺƽƸƞƿiƺƹ dơiƣƹơƣ, ᇳᇻᇻᇶ, ᇶᇷ ᄬᇸᄭ, ƻƻ. ᇵᇷᇺ, 
ƻ. ᇵᇸᇷ.
ᇳᇷ Bإؔؠؔء, ƻ. ᇵᇸᇷ.
ᇳᇸ Jüإؘؚء Hؘؔؕإؠؔئ, The Theory of Communicative Action: Lifeworld and System: a 
Critique of Functionalist Reason, translated by Thomas MacCarthy, Vol. 2, Cambridge 
ᇴᇲᇲᇹ ᄬᇳᇻᇺᇳᄭ, ƻ. ᇵᇷᇺ.
ᇳᇹ Hؘؔؕإؠؔئ, ƻƻ. ᇵᇷᇻ.
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between executive and judicial powers leads to the taming of the adminis-
trative apparatus as individuals can now go to court to have their liberties 
protected. Finally, the stage of the democratic constitutional state descri-
bes the condition of a fully differentiated political system with far- reaching 
inclusion of citizens in the reproduction of political communication. Within 
a democratically constituted order, citizens possess not only individual liber-
ties which they can enforce against the state (negative freedom) but also the 
right to equally participate in the political discourse (positive freedom).ᇳᇺ The 
separation of power now manifests itself as an institutional differentiation of 
legislative, executive and judicial state functions. 
aƺliƿiơƞl ƞǀƿƺƹƺƸǄ iƹ ƿƩƣ ƢƣƸƺơƽƞƿiơ ơƺƹƾƿiƿǀƿiƺƹƞl ƾƿƞƿƣ ƻƽƣƾǀƻƻƺƾƣƾ ƿƩƞƿ 
decisions of governmental authorities are prepared, accompanied and che-
cked as a part of the competition between opinions “in the marketplace of 
ideas”. The marketplace metaphor, particularly popular in the United States, 
was coined by O؟؜ةؘإ hؘءؘؗ؟؟ Hآ؟ؠؘئ, a famous justice of the US Supreme 
Court (and mastermind of the American tradition of legal realism). In a 1919 
dissenting opinion, Justice Hآ؟ؠؘئ wrote “that the ultimate good desired is 
ƟƢƻƻƢƹ)ƹƢƞƠƨƢơ)Ɵǀ)ƣƹƢƢ)ƻƹƞơƢ)ƩƵ)ƩơƢƞƺ –)ƻƨƞƻ)ƻƨƢ)ƟƢƺƻ)ƶƣ)ƻƹƼƻƨ)Ʃƺ)ƻƨƢ)ƷƶƾƢƹ)ƶƣ)ƻƨƢ)
thought to get itself accepted in the competition of the market”.19
In many existing constitutional democracies, political participation is limi-
ted to the right to participate in the election of the parliament or the president. 
In Switzerland, however, instruments of direct democracy have been broade-
ned over several constitutional reforms over the passage of time (a mandatory 
ƽƣƤƣƽƣƹƢǀƸ ƺƹ ơƺƹƾƿiƿǀƿiƺƹƞl ƞƸƣƹƢƸƣƹƿƾ Ʃƞƾ ƣǃiƾƿƣƢ ƾiƹơƣ ᇳᇺᇶᇺ, ƞ ǁƺlǀƹ-
ƿƞƽǄ ƽƣƤƣƽƣƹƢǀƸ ƺƹ ƾƿƞƿǀƿƺƽǄ ƞƸƣƹƢƸƣƹƿƾ ƾiƹơƣ ᇳᇺᇹᇶ ƞƹƢ ƞ ƻƺƻǀlƞƽ iƹiƿiƞƿiǁƣ 
Ƥƺƽ ƿƩƣ ƽƣǁiƾiƺƹ ƺƤ ƿƩƣ Cƺƹƾƿiƿǀƿiƺƹ ƾiƹơƣ ᇳᇺᇻᇳᄭ. NƺƿƞƟlǄ, ƿƩƣ ƽiƨƩƿ ƿƺ ǁƺƿƣ ƞƹƢ 
to be elected was only extended to women at the federal level after the vote 
ƺƤ ƿƩƣ ƻƣƺƻlƣ ƺƤ ᇹ FƣƟƽǀƞƽǄ ᇳᇻᇹᇳ, ǂƩilƣ ƞƿ ƿƩƣ ơƞƹƿƺƹƞl lƣǁƣl ƿƩiƾ Ʃƞƾ ƺƹlǄ Ɵƣƣƹ 
the case across the country since 1990.
ᇴ. D؜إؘؖا Dؘؠآؖإؔؖج
The model of direct democracy existing in Switzerland depends on socie-
tal preconditions which it cannot guarantee itself, as well as on cultural 
ᇳᇺ Hؘؔؕإؠؔئ, ƻƻ. ᇵᇸᇲ.
19 éƟƽƞƸƾ ǁ fƹiƿƣƢ dƿƞƿƣƾ ᇴᇷᇲ f.d. ᇸᇳᇸ ᄬᇳᇻᇳᇻᄭ, Mƽ.è Jǀƾƿiơƣ HƺlƸƣƾ Diƾƾƣƹƿiƹƨ, ᇸᇵᇲ 
ᄬƩƿƿƻƾ://ƻƣƽƸƞ.ơơ/GKᇵg- keᇺLᄭ.
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resources that need to be renewed permanently. Of these required societal 
preconditions, the following are the most important: acceptance of dissen-
ting opinions and a spirit of compromise, tolerance towards others, a sense 
of civic public spirit, a living civil society and plural societal structures. Jآ؛ء 
dابؔإا M؜؟؟, an influential thinker of liberalism, considered the confronta-
tion of dissenting opinions as one of the key preconditions of social progress:
“It is hardly possible to overrate the value, in the present low state of human improve-
ment, of placing human beings in contact with persons dissimilar to themselves, and 
ƾƩƻƨ)ƴƶơƢƺ)ƶƣ)ƻƨƶƼƧƨƻ)ƞƵơ)ƞƠƻƩƶƵ)ƼƵƳƩƲƢ)ƻƨƶƺƢ)ƾƩƻƨ)ƾƨƩƠƨ)ƻƨƢǀ)ƞƹƢ)ƣƞƴƩƳƩƞƹ … SƼƠƨ)
communication has always been, and is peculiarly in the present age, one of the pri-
mary sources of progress.”20
Further, Iؠؠؔءبؘ؟ Kؔءا, the eminent philosopher of the enlightenment, 
ơƺiƹƣƢ ƿƩƣ ƿƣƽƸ “ƣǃƿƣƹƢƣƢ ǂƞǄ ƺƤ ƿƩiƹkiƹƨ” ᄬƣƽǂƣiƿƣƽƿƣ Dƣƹkǀƹƨƾƞƽƿᄭ ƿƺ 
describe an individual’s capability to also consider a problem from the per-
spective of an adversary. In Kؔءا’s words: “Through always impartially look-
ing at my judgements from the perspective of others I hope to get a third point 
which is better than my previous one.”21 
This capability to include the adversary’s perspective in one’s own con-
siderations is a key precondition for rational discourse and any form of 
democratic politics. To ensure the regeneration of cultural resources, educa-
tion is of primary importance. In Switzerland, the frequent elections as well 
as the numerous votes on a wide range of political issues require knowledge 
about the institutions of a democracy and presuppose a minimum under-
standing of the most important financial, economic, environmental, cultu-
ral and social policy implications. Citizens receive the education necessary 
for making competent decisions about such challenging issues from a mini-
mum set of public offers at various levels of education. In this sense, Article 
19 Constitution guarantees the right to an adequate and free primary school 
ƣƢǀơƞƿiƺƹ ƞƾ ƞ ƤǀƹƢƞƸƣƹƿƞl ƽiƨƩƿ ƞƹƢ éƽƿiơlƣƾ ᇸᇳƞ ƿƺ ᇸᇺ Cƺƹƾƿiƿǀƿiƺƹ ƻƽƺǁiƢƣ 
for the concept of a high quality “Swiss Education Area” that is public, gene-
rally affordable and accessible, and extends to all levels of education. From 
20 Jآ؛ء dابؔإا M؜؟؟, aƽiƹơiƻlƣƾ ƺƤ aƺliƿiơƞl EơƺƹƺƸǄ ǂiƿƩ ƾƺƸƣ ƺƤ ƿƩƣiƽ éƻƻliơƞƿiƺƹƾ ƿƺ 
dƺơiƞl aƩilƺƾƺƻƩǄ, ƣƢiƿƣƢ ƟǄ h. J. éƾƩlƣǄ, ᇹth ƣƢiƿiƺƹ, LƺƹƢƺƹ ᇳᇻᇲᇻ ᄬᇳᇺᇶᇺᄭ, ᇵƽƢ Ɵƺƺk, ᇳᇺƿƩ 
chapter.
21 Iؠؠؔءبؘ؟ Kؔءا as quoted in Jöإؚ aؔب؟ Mü؟؟ؘإ, Diƣ ƢƣƸƺkƽƞƿiƾơƩƣ gƣƽƤƞƾƾǀƹƨ, ᇴnd 
edition, Zurich 2009, p. 91 (own translation).
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an objective constitutional perspective, the Swiss system of extensive public 
education is supposed to provide for a type of civil and democratic education 
that will enable every citizen to form an independent opinion on the many 
issues that permanently need to be decided at the ballot box.
In this regard, Article 93 Constitution also recognises that radio and 
television have an important contribution to make to the functioning of 
democracy in Switzerland. Such a democracy- functional understanding 
of electronic mass media in Switzerland is in line with the case law of the 
Eǀƽƺƻƣƞƹ Cƺǀƽƿ ƺƤ HǀƸƞƹ ciƨƩƿƾ ᄬECƿHcᄭ. NƺƿǂiƿƩƾƿƞƹƢiƹƨ ƿƩƣ ƾiƨƹiƤi-
ơƞƹƿ ƽiƾƣ ƺƤ ƿƩƣ Iƹƿƣƽƹƣƿ ƞƹƢ ƾƺơiƞl ƸƣƢiƞ iƹ ƿƩƣ ƽƣơƣƹƿ ƻƞƾƿ, ƿƩƣ ECƿHc ƾƿill 
emphasises the continuing importance of television as a mass medium with 
an “immediate and powerful effect” on the decision- making of the public in 
a democratic society.22 Accordingly, the duties of the Swiss radio and tele-
vision system regarding “education”, “cultural development”, “free shaping 
of opinion” and “entertainment” listed in Article 93 II Constitution must be 
interpreted from a democracy- functional perspective. When implementing 
these four goals, radio and television have to pay attention to the “particu-
larities of the country” and the “needs of the Cantons” thus contributing to 
cohesion in Switzerland. The principles of accurate presentation of facts and 
diversity of opinion are mentioned as means to reach these goals in Article 
93 II Constitution. These principles are justiciable and can be enforced, as a 
rule, against any radio and television broadcaster established in Switzerland. 
They are supposed to contribute to securing a generally accessible and diverse 
offering of the high quality information that people need in order to comply 
with their democratic duties as citizens.
There are key challenges to the media’s true fulfilment of its constitutional, 
democratic duties. Hؔءءؔ؛ éإؘءؗا is one of the voices having most clearly 
and eloquently warned of the political dead ends and cultural confusions of 
ƸƺƢƣƽƹiƿǄ. fƹƢƣƽ ƿƩƣ ƞƤƿƣƽ- ƣƤƤƣơƿƾ ƺƤ Nƞƿiƺƹƞl dƺơiƞliƾƸ iƹ GƣƽƸƞƹǄ iƹ ᇳᇻᇸᇳ, 
she asked:
“[I] f, the modern political lies are so big that they require a complete rearrangement 
ƶƣ)ƻƨƢ)ƾƨƶƳƢ)ƣƞƠƻƼƞƳ)ƻƢƿƻƼƹƢ –)ƻƨƢ)ƴƞƲƩƵƧ)ƶƣ)ƞƵƶƻƨƢƹ)ƹƢƞƳƩƻǀ,)ƞƺ)Ʃƻ)ƾƢƹƢ,)ƩƵƻƶ)ƾƨƩƠƨ)
they will fit without seam, crack, or fissure, exactly as the facts fitted into their own 
22 dƣƣ éƹiƸƞl DƣƤƣƹƢƣƽƾ Iƹƿƣƽƹƞƿiƺƹƞl ǁ. eƩƣ fƹiƿƣƢ KiƹƨƢƺƸ, éƻƻ ƹƺ ᇶᇺᇺᇹᇸ/ᇲᇺ, ECƿHc 
ᇴᇴ éƻƽil ᇴᇲᇳᇵ, ƻƞƽƞƨƽƞƻƩ ᇳᇳᇻ ƞƹƢ J. Bƽƞƿǅƞ ơƺƹơǀƽƽiƹƨ, ƻƞƽƞƨƽƞƻƩ ᇸ; JƣƽƾilƢ ǁ. DƣƹƸƞƽk, 
éƻƻ ƹƺ ᇳᇷᇺᇻᇲ/ᇺᇻ, ECƿHc ᇴᇵ dƣƻƿƣƸƟƣƽ ᇳᇻᇻᇶ, ƻƞƽƞƨƽƞƻƩ ᇵᇳ; MǀƽƻƩǄ ǁ. IƽƣlƞƹƢ, éƻƻ ƹƺ 
ᇶᇶᇳᇹᇻ/ᇻᇺ, ECƿHc ᇵ DƣơƣƸƟƣƽ ᇴᇲᇲᇵ, ƻƞƽƞƨƽƞƻƩƾ ᇸᇻ, ᇹᇶ.
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ƶƹƩƧƩƵƞƳ)ƠƶƵƻƢƿƻ –)ƾƨƞƻ)ƷƹƢƽƢƵƻƺ)ƻƨƢƺƢ)ƵƢƾ)ƺƻƶƹƩƢƺ,)ƩƴƞƧƢƺ,)ƞƵơ)ƵƶƵ-)ƣƞƠƻƺ)ƣƹƶƴ)ƟƢ-
coming an adequate substitute for reality and factuality?”23
Hƣƽ ƞƹƾǂƣƽ: iƿ iƾ, ƞƟƺǁƣ ƞll, ƻƩilƺƾƺƻƩƣƽƾ, ƾơiƣƹƿiƾƿƾ ƞƹƢ ƞƽƿiƾƿƾ iƹ ƿƩƣiƽ iƾƺ-
lation, independent historians and judges as well as journalists adhering to 
facts, working according to an “existential mode of truth- telling”.24 Indeed, 
combating political lies with diligently researched and checked facts is one of 
the most important duties of journalism.ᇴᇷ
For their decision- making, citizens in a direct democracy particularly 
depend on the mass media distinguishing between factual accounts and the 
opinions of the newspaper’s or broadcaster’s own collaborators and guest 
contributors. For éإؘءؗا, facts and opinions are no antagonists as long as 
it is assured that opinions are formed on the basis of facts. There is a rela-
tionship of dependency between the two: effective freedom of expression 
presupposes the availability of sufficient factual information as a basis for 
opinion making.ᇴᇸ The problem for journalism is that facts are expensive to 
research and check; thus, the mass media may be tempted to respond to the 
current economic pressure by replacing hard facts with (cheap) opinions.ᇴᇹ 
When facts are upstaged by unfounded opinions it is inevitable that the cre-
ƢiƟiliƿǄ ƺƤ ƿƩƣ Ƹƞƾƾ ƸƣƢiƞ ƾǀƤƤƣƽƾèᅬ ƞƾ ƿƩƣ ƿƽƞƹƾƞƿlƞƹƿiơ Ƥǀƾƾ ƞƟƺǀƿ “Ƥƞkƣ ƹƣǂƾ” 
or “Lügenpresse” demonstrates.ᇴᇺ DƣƤlƞƿƣƢ ơiƿiǅƣƹƾ ƽƣƿƽƣƞƿ iƹƿƺ ƿƩƣiƽ ƣơƩƺ 
chambers where any news is trustworthy as long as it is shared between like- 
minded people. 
Although scandals have always played a role in the economy of the mass- 
media, the factual basis of news has ultimately always been the touchstone 
of professional journalism. Is this about to change under conditions of online 
blogs and social media? Selected by personalisation technologies emplo-
yed by social media sites, outrageous or scandalous posts appear on top of 
a Facebook user’s newsfeed because they are most likely to match the type 
23 Hؔءءؔ؛ éإؘءؗا, Bƣƿǂƣƣƹ aƞƾƿ ƞƹƢ Fǀƿǀƽƣ: EiƨƩƿ Eǃƣƽơiƾƣƾ iƹ aƺliƿiơƞl eƩƺǀƨƩƿ, Nƣǂ 
jƺƽk ᇳᇻᇻᇵ ᄬᇳᇻᇸᇳᄭ, ƻ. ᇴᇷᇵ.
24 éإؘءؗا, ƻ. ᇴᇷᇻ.
ᇴᇷ e؜ؠآا؛ج Gؔإاآء éئ؛, Fƽƣƣ dƻƣƣơƩ: eƣƹ aƽiƹơiƻlƣƾ Ƥƺƽ ƞ CƺƹƹƣơƿƣƢ hƺƽlƢ, Nƣǂ Hƞǁƣƹ/
LƺƹƢƺƹ ᇴᇲᇳᇸ, ƻ. ᇴᇲᇴ.
ᇴᇸ éإؘءؗا, ƻ. ᇴᇵᇺ.
ᇴᇹ Gؔإاآء éئ؛, ƻ. ᇳᇻᇷ.
ᇴᇺ See, for example, The Economist, America’s alt- right learns to speak Nazi: “Lügenpresse”, 
ᇴᇲᇳᇸ ᄬƩƿƿƻƾ://ƻƣƽƸƞ.ơơ/ᇵdab- dᇻjiᄭ.
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of information that had previously attracted her attention, based on previ-
ƺǀƾ ƞơƿiǁiƿiƣƾ ƞƹƢ ƾƣƞƽơƩƣƾ. Dǀƽiƹƨ ƿƩƣ ᇴᇲᇳᇸ fd ƣlƣơƿiƺƹ ơƞƸƻƞiƨƹ, ƺƟǁiƺǀƾ 
lies went viral including Dآءؔ؟ؗ eإبؠأ’s claim that Bؔإؔؖ؞ Oؕؔؠؔ was 
the founder of Islamic State and H؜؟؟ؔإج C؟؜ءاآء the co- founder.29 For Cؔئئ 
dبءئاؘ؜ء, ƞ HƞƽǁƞƽƢ lƞǂ ƻƽƺƤƣƾƾƺƽ, ƿƩƣƽƣ iƾ ƹƺ ƢƺǀƟƿ ƿƩƞƿ eإبؠأ’s insulting 
tweets about his political adversaries “put him at the centre of what was, for 
ƴƞƵǀ,)ƞƵ)ƢƵƧƩƵƢ)ƣƶƹ)ƧƹƶƼƷ)ƷƶƳƞƹƩǁƞƻƩƶƵ –)ƞƵơ)ƨƢƳƷƢơ)ƽƞƼƳƻ)ƨƩƴ)ƻƶ)ƻƨƢ)ƷƹƢƺƩơƢƵ-
cy”.30 Further, dبءئاؘ؜ء fears that personalisation technologies distort the 
free market of ideas, instead leading to fragmentation of the political dis-
course.31 An inclination towards “post- truth politics” and the turn to a “post- 
factual society” endanger the public sphere, which constitutes a structural 
principle of democratic politics. The “public sphere” is the social space where 
different opinions are expressed and various problems and solutions are dis-
cussed. It is a key premise of the public sphere that Kؔءا’s “extended way of 
thinking” can unfold and that political actors are always aware of their deci-
sions’ contingency. A democratic order presupposes that conflicts are solved 
ƟǄ ǂƞǄ ƺƤ ƻǀƟliơ Ƣiƾơǀƾƾiƺƹ. Hƺǂƣǁƣƽ, iƤ dبءئاؘ؜ء’s fear that personalisation 
technologies distort the free market of ideas and lead to fragmented politi-
cal discourse should prove true, the normative requirements of the public 
sphere are questioned. To be sure, a parallelism of fragmented public sphe-
res where issues are only discussed between like- minded people would not 
be able to establish the shared auditorium necessary for a democratic order. 
Competition between arguments in the political forum would no longer be 
possible and the political system’s cognitive openness and learning ability 
would be challenged.
There have been two important sets of objections against dبءئاؘ؜ء’s the-
ory in the academic literature. A first objection argues that newspapers and 
electronic mass media have always been biased, appealing to certain audi-
ences only; thus, news personalisation is no novel concern. From media 
sociology we know that selectivity is generally one of the key functions of 
mass media.32 Through the selection of specific information, the mass media 
reduce overwhelming social complexity and protect systems and individuals 
29 dƣƣ eƩƣ EơƺƹƺƸiƾƿ, eƩƣ ƻƺƾƿ- ƿƽǀƿƩ ǂƺƽlƢ: jƣƾ, I’Ƣ liƣ ƿƺ Ǆƺǀ, ᇴᇲᇳᇸ ᄬƩƿƿƻƾ://ƻƣƽƸƞ.
ơơ/ᇵNᇵE- MfHéᄭ.
30 Cؔئئ c. dبءئاؘ؜ء, #cƣƻǀƟliơ: DiǁiƢƣƢ DƣƸƺơƽƞơǄ iƹ ƿƩƣ éƨƣ ƺƤ dƺơiƞl MƣƢiƞ, aƽiƹơƣƿƺƹ 
ᇴᇲᇳᇹ, ƻ. ᇺᇵ.
31 dبءئاؘ؜ء, ᇴᇲᇳᇹ, ƻ. ᇵᇴᇲ.
32 See Lب؛ؠؔءء, The Reality of the Mass Media, p. 34.
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from overload. Within a newspaper company, for example, members of the 
editing staff are in charge of selecting the information that will be covered. 
The newspaper’s journalistic policy and internal standards will often strongly 
influence the angle from which facts will be examined or the selection of op- 
ƣƢƾ ƿƩƞƿ ƽƣƞƢƣƽƾ ƸƞǄ ƣƹơƺǀƹƿƣƽ. Hƺǂƣǁƣƽ, ƿƩƣ ƻƺiƹƿ Ʃƣƽƣ iƾ ƿƩƞƿ ƿƩiƾ ƾƣlƣơƿiƺƹ 
process does not happen blindly and readers will generally know what type 
of journalism and editorial bias they can expect from a particular newspaper, 
eg ơƩƞƹƹƣl ƺƽ ƽƞƢiƺ ƾƿƞƿiƺƹ. cƣƞƢƣƽƾ iƹ dǂiƿǅƣƽlƞƹƢ, Ƥƺƽ ƣǃƞƸƻlƣ, kƹƺǂèᅬ ƹƺƿ 
iƹ Ƣƣƿƞil Ɵǀƿ ƺƹ ƿƩƣ ǂƩƺlƣèᅬ ǂƩƣƽƣ ƞ ƹƣǂƾƻƞƻƣƽ ƾǀơƩ ƞƾ Nƣǀƣ küƽơƩƣƽ kƣiƿǀƹƨ, 
Tages Anzeiger or Weltwoche stands. This is different in the digital environ-
ment because no Facebook subscriber or Google search user will have any 
idea of the grounds on which the respective algorithms have chosen the news 
they are recommending individual users to read or watch. The key difference 
between traditional news outlets and personalisation technologies online, 
therefore, is transparency of bias.
A second set of objections question the empirical foundation of dبءئاؘ؜ء’s 
thesis that there is not much deliberation beyond echo chambers and that 
group polarisation is an effect of online content personalisation technologies. 
In one of the first data- driven studies on personalised recommender systems, 
Hآئؔءؚؔؔإ et al. argued in 2012 that “the antecedent, that recommenders cre-
ate fragmentation, is ultimately an assumption”.33 This study, however, had a 
very limited scope and did not extend to the effects of personalisation tech-
nologies on news programming. 
One year later, jآؖ؛ؔ؜ Bؘء؞؟ؘإ ƞƹƢ Ʃiƾ ơƺllƣƞƨǀƣƾ ƞƿ ƿƩƣ HƞƽǁƞƽƢ BƣƽkƸƞƹ 
Klƣiƹ Cƣƹƿƣƽ ƞǀƿƩƺƽƣƢ ƞƹ ƣƸƻiƽiơƞl ƞƹƞlǄƾiƾ ƺƤ ƿƩƣ dOaé- aIaé ƢƣƟƞƿƣ ƿƩƞƿ 
also challenged dبءئاؘ؜ء’s thesis to a certain extent.34 This debate followed 
ƻƽƺƻƺƾƞlƾ ƟǄ ƿƩƣ fd Cƺƹƨƽƣƾƾ ƿƺ iƹƿƽƺƢǀơƣ ƿƩƣ dOaé ᄬdƿƺƻ Oƹliƹƣ aiƽƞơǄ éơƿᄭ 
ƞƹƢ aIaé ᄬaƽƺƿƣơƿ Iƹƿƣllƣơƿǀƞl aƽƺƻƣƽƿǄ éơƿᄭ ƞƾ ƹƣǂ Ia ƣƹƤƺƽơƣƸƣƹƿ Ɵillƾ iƹ 
2011. The bills were stalled as a consequence of massive Internet protests 
iƹơlǀƢiƹƨ ƞ ᇴᇶ- Ʃƺǀƽ hikiƻƣƢiƞ Ɵlƞơkƺǀƿ ƺƹ ᇳᇺ/ᇳᇻ JƞƹǀƞƽǄ ᇴᇲᇳᇴ, Ƹilliƺƹƾ ƺƤ 
e- mails and thousands of phone calls addressed to members of US Congress 
33 Kؔإا؜؞ Hآئؔءؚؔؔإ et al., Will the Global Village Fracture into Tribes: Recommender 
dǄƾƿƣƸƾ ƞƹƢ ƿƩƣiƽ EƤƤƣơƿƾ ƺƹ CƺƹƾǀƸƣƽƾ, iƹ MƞƹƞƨƣƸƣƹƿ dơiƣƹơƣ, ᇴᇲᇳᇶ, ᇸᇲ ᄬᇶᄭ 
ᄬƩƿƿƻƾ://ƻƣƽƸƞ.ơơ/éiaᇻ-bfkDᄭ, ƻ. ᇺᇲᇹ.
34 jآؖ؛ؔ؜ Bؘء؞؟ؘإ ƣƿ ƞl., dƺơiƞl MƺƟiliǅƞƿiƺƹ ƞƹƢ ƿƩƣ NƣƿǂƺƽkƣƢ aǀƟliơ dƻƩƣƽƣ: Mƞƻƻiƹƨ 
ƿƩƣ dOaé- aIaé DƣƟƞƿƣ, HƞƽǁƞƽƢ fƹiǁƣƽƾiƿǄ, BƣƽkƸƞƹ Cƣƹƿƣƽ Ƥƺƽ Iƹƿƣƽƹƣƿ & dƺơiƣƿǄ, 
BƣƽkƸƞƹ Cƣƹƿƣƽ cƣƾƣƞƽơƩ aǀƟliơƞƿiƺƹ Nƺ. ᇴᇲᇳᇵᅬᇳᇸ, ᇴᇲᇳᇵ, ƞǁƞilƞƟlƣ ƞƿ Ʃƿƿƻ://ƾƾƽƹ.ơƺƸ 
ᄬƩƿƿƻƾ://ƻƣƽƸƞ.ơơ/ᇺᇻhᇸ- éjbMᄭ.
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to raise awareness of the harm that the planned laws would mean for Internet 
freedom. The authors from the Berkman Klein Center argued that their ana-
lytical study of this debate provided a perspective “on the dynamics of the 
networked public sphere that tends to support the more optimistic view of 
the potential of networked democratic participation”.ᇵᇷ 
Hƺǂƣǁƣƽ, iƹ ƢƣƤƣƹơƣ ƺƤ dبءئاؘ؜ء and against the arguments of the 
BƣƽkƸƞƹ Klƣiƹ Cƣƹƿƣƽ, ƺƹƣ ƸiƨƩƿ ƞƽƨǀƣ ƿƩƞƿ ƿƩƣ dOaé- aIaé ƢƣƟƞƿƣ ǂƞƾ ǁƣƽǄ 
technology- centred and thus was particularly capable of mobilising masses 
of tech- interested people in the US. Therefore, it may not be representative 
of the general population’s attitudes and values in this area. Indeed, a 2013 
book by Eا؛ؔء kبؖ؞ؘإؠؔء seemed to partially confirm dبءئاؘ؜ء’s thesis. 
According to kبؖ؞ؘإؠؔء it is a paradox of technological connection that a 
greater number of people around the globe sharing information and perspec-
tives may lead to narrower representations of the world than in a less connec-
ted world.ᇵᇸ
Research which both confirmed and questioned dبءئاؘ؜ء’s theory was the 
ƽƣơƣƹƿ BƣƽkƸƞƹ Klƣiƹ Cƣƹƿƣƽ ƾƿǀƢǄ ƺƹ ƺƹliƹƣ ƸƣƢiƞ ƞƹƢ ƿƩƣ ᇴᇲᇳᇸ ƻƽƣƾiƢƣƹ-
tial elections in the United States. The researchers worked with an impressive 
sample of more than 2 million stories collected from a broad range of sources 
on the open Internet, including mass media sites, government sites, private 
sites, blogs etc.ᇵᇹ They found a pronounced asymmetry between the structure 
and composition of the media circulated on the right compared to the left. 
Whereas on the right highly partisan pro- eإبؠأ reporting and strong polari-
sation tendencies prevailed, the situation was different on the liberal (in the 
US understanding of the word) side. On the right the centre of gravity was 
clearly Breitbart, while on the left long- standing mass media (such as New 
jƺƽk eiƸƣƾ, hƞƾƩiƹƨƿƺƹ aƺƾƿ, CNN ƣƿơ.ᄭ ǂƣƽƣ ƞlƾƺ ơƺƸƸƺƹlǄ iƹ ơiƽơǀlƞƿiƺƹ, 
allowing such sources to play an important role as intermediaries and defen-
Ƣƣƽƾ ƺƤ ƩiƨƩ ƼǀƞliƿǄ jƺǀƽƹƞliƾƿiơ ƾƿƞƹƢƞƽƢƾ ƞƹƢ ƺƟjƣơƿiǁƣ ƽƣƻƺƽƿiƹƨ. Hƣƹơƣ, 
the public sphere continued to exist. From this important study one can thus 
deduce that dبءئاؘ؜ء’s thesis of group polarisation very much depends on 
ᇵᇷ Bؘء؞؟ؘإ et al., pp. 9.
ᇵᇸ Eا؛ؔء kبؖ؞ؘإؠؔء, cƣǂiƽƣ: Diƨiƿƞl CƺƾƸƺƻƺliƿƞƹƾ iƹ ƿƩƣ éƨƣ ƺƤ Cƺƹƹƣơƿiƺƹ, Nƣǂ jƺƽk 
2013.
ᇵᇹ cآؘؕإا Fؔإ؜ئ ƣƿ ƞl., aƞƽƿiƾƞƹƾƩiƻ, aƽƺƻƞƨƞƹƢƞ, ƞƹƢ DiƾiƹƤƺƽƸƞƿiƺƹ: Oƹliƹƣ MƣƢiƞ ƞƹƢ 
ƿƩƣ ᇴᇲᇳᇸ f.d. aƽƣƾiƢƣƹƿiƞl Elƣơƿiƺƹ, BƣƽkƸƞƹ Klƣiƹ Cƣƹƿƣƽ cƣƾƣƞƽơƩ aǀƟliơƞƿiƺƹ Nƺ. 
ᇴᇲᇳᇹᅬᇸ, ᇴᇲᇳᇹ, ƞǁƞilƞƟlƣ ƞƿ ǂǂǂ.ƾƾƽƹ.ơƺƸ ᄬƩƿƿƻƾ://ƻƣƽƸƞ.ơơ/ᇻᇵBᇵ-kgᇻᇻᄭ, ƻ. ᇴᇳ.
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the state of quality mass media. Where high quality mass media are able to 
reach a wide audience, the danger of group polarisation is clearly minimised.
ᇵ. aبؕ؟؜ؖ dؘإة؜ؘؖ Bإآؔؗؖؔئا؜ءؚ
éƾ ƸƣƹƿiƺƹƣƢ ƞƟƺǁƣ, ƻǀƟliơ ƾƣƽǁiơƣ ƟƽƺƞƢơƞƾƿiƹƨ ᄬadBᄭ iƾ ƢƣƿƣƽƸiƹƣƢ ƟǄ ƿƩƣ 
Constitution as being one of the main institutions securing the renewal of 
those resources that are essential for the functioning of the Swiss model of 
direct democracy. The extent to which the Constitution requires broadcas-
ting regulation for the purpose of safeguarding democracy may be striking 
to a foreign, particularly non- European, observer.ᇵᇺ Before elaborating on the 
legal framework of public service broadcasting under Swiss law and discus-
sing potential future developments under conditions of intelligent algorithms 
and personalisation technologies, some empiric data concerning media 
consumption in Switzerland is provided.
ƞᄭ MƣƢiƞ CƺƹƾǀƸƻƿiƺƹ ƞƹƢ ƿƩƣ Iƹƿƣƽƹƣƿ
The most recent empiric research confirms both that media consumption in 
Switzerland primarily takes place on the Internet and that the mass media 
have already been eclipsed by social media. Today, the Internet is the most 
frequently used medium for information sourcing, especially in the age group 
ƺƤ ᇳᇷ ƿƺ ᇵᇶ Ǆƣƞƽ ƺlƢƾ. OƤ ƿƩƣ ƸƣƢiƞ ƺƤƤƣƽƣƢ ƺƹ ƿƩƣ Iƹƿƣƽƹƣƿ, ƿƩƣ ƨlƺƟƞl ƾƣƞƽơƩ 
engines and social media (including Google, YouTube, Facebook, WhatsApp 
and Instagram) on average generate four times more attention than the online 
offers from the established Swiss mass media. Young people in particular 
very much focus their Internet media consumption on those global sources. 
éơơƺƽƢiƹƨ ƿƺ ƿƩƣ ᇴᇲᇳᇸ MƣƢiƞ bǀƞliƿǄ jƣƞƽƟƺƺk ƺƤ ƿƩƣ cƣƾƣƞƽơƩ Iƹƾƿiƿǀƿƣ Ƥƺƽ 
ƿƩƣ aǀƟliơ dƻƩƣƽƣ ƞƹƢ dƺơiƣƿǄ ƞƿ ƿƩƣ fƹiǁƣƽƾiƿǄ ƺƤ kǀƽiơƩ ᄬ“FƺƽƾơƩǀƹƨƾƟƣƽƣiơƩ 
Öffentlichkeit und Gesellschaft, fög)”,39 online news sites, web portals and 
ƾƺơiƞl ƸƣƢiƞ ƞƽƣ ƿƩƣ Ƹƞiƹ ƾƺǀƽơƣƾ ƺƤ iƹƤƺƽƸƞƿiƺƹ Ƥƺƽ ᇸᇴè% ƺƤ ᇳᇺ ƿƺ ᇴᇶ Ǆƣƞƽ ƺlƢƾ, 
ƞƹƢ Ƥƺƽ ᇴᇴè% ƺƤ ƞll Ǆƺǀƹƨ ƞƢǀlƿƾ ƿƩƣǄ ƞƽƣ ƿƩƣ ƺƹlǄ ƾƺǀƽơƣ ƺƤ iƹƤƺƽƸƞƿiƺƹ. Fƺƽ 
ᇶᇵè% ƺƤ Ǆƺǀƹƨ ƞƢǀlƿƾ ƿƩƣ ƾƸƞƽƿƻƩƺƹƣ iƾ ƿƩƣ Ƹƞiƹ ƿƣơƩƹiơƞl Ƹƣƞƹƾ ƿƺ ƞơơƣƾƾ 
information online. 
ᇵᇺ For the discussion in the United States see C. Eؗت؜ء Bؔ؞ؘإ, Media, Markets, and
DƣƸƺơƽƞơǄ, CƞƸƟƽiƢƨƣ ᇴᇲᇲᇴ, ƻ. ᇳᇻᇵ.
39 See for more information www.foeg.uzh.ch.
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Google (mainly via its ownership of YouTube), Facebook, WhatsApp, 
Instagram, etc. cooperate with the global media corporations and disseminate 
their content on their platforms. In collaboration with the Reuters Institute 
for the Study of Journalism at the University of Oxford, the Research Institute 
Ƥƺƽ ƿƩƣ aǀƟliơ dƻƩƣƽƣ ƞƹƢ dƺơiƣƿǄ ơƺƹƢǀơƿƣƢ ƞ ƽƣƻƽƣƾƣƹƿƞƿiǁƣ ƾǀƽǁƣǄ iƹǁƺlǁiƹƨ 
Ƹƺƽƣ ƿƩƞƹ ᇴᇲᇲᇲ Iƹƿƣƽƹƣƿ ǀƾƣƽƾ iƹ dǂiƿǅƣƽlƞƹƢ. éơơƺƽƢiƹƨ ƿƺ ƿƩiƾ ƾǀƽǁƣǄ, ᇵᇸè% 
of the interviewed users already consume their news via Facebook. These 
findings explain why Swiss media companies are now cooperating with the 
social media giant. Commuter newspapers and tabloids rather than quality 
newspapers dominate the range of Swiss- origin media currently available on 
Facebook.
eƩƣ cƣƾƣƞƽơƩ Iƹƾƿiƿǀƿƣ Ƥƺƽ ƿƩƣ aǀƟliơ dƻƩƣƽƣ ƞƹƢ dƺơiƣƿǄ ƾǀƽǁƣǄ ƞlƾƺ ƣƸƻƩƞ-
sised the formidable importance of social networks in the news economy. As 
advertising revenues increasingly migrate to the Internet in general and the 
large platform firms in particular, this source is rapidly vanishing as a means 
for funding the mass media. This development can only lead to increasing 
difficulties for the mass media in developing alternative business models for 
the news market. The gravity of the mass media’s financial problems is epito-
mised across the globe by the large number of quality newspapers that disap-
pear every year.
As research by dبءئاؘ؜ء and others suggests, the extended use of perso-
nalisation technologies by platform firms is reinforcing the already exis-
ting trend towards filter bubbles40 and fragmented public spheres, with the 
ǂƺƽƽǄiƹƨ ƻƽƺƾƻƣơƿ ƿƩƞƿ ơƺƸƸǀƹiơƞƿiƺƹèᅬ iƹơlǀƢiƹƨ ƞƟƺǀƿ ƻƺliƿiơƞl iƾƾǀƣƾèᅬ 
is increasingly taking place only between like- minded parties; a situation 
starkly at odds with M؜؟؟’s pre- conditions for social progress, outlined above. 
These mostly theoretical assumptions about the effects of personalisation 
ƿƣơƩƹƺlƺƨǄ ƞƽƣ, Ʃƺǂƣǁƣƽ, ƟƞơkƣƢ ǀƻ ƟǄ cƣƾƣƞƽơƩ Iƹƾƿiƿǀƿƣ Ƥƺƽ ƿƩƣ aǀƟliơ 
Sphere and Society empiric findings that people who primarily consume 
their news via YouTube, Facebook etc. typically have less confidence in the 
media system. Conversely, those people who frequently use public service 
broadcasting for their news consumption have a higher degree of confidence 
in the media system. Confidence in the mass media in turn promotes a gene-
ral interest in news, as well as improving consumers’ willingness to pay for 
iƹƤƺƽƸƞƿiƺƹ. Hƺǂƣǁƣƽ, ƿƩƣ Ƣƞƿƞ ƞƟƺǀƿ ƿƩƣ dǂiƾƾ ƸƣƢiƞ Ƹƞƽkƣƿ ơlƣƞƽlǄ ƾƩƺǂƾ 
that raising consumers’ general awareness that high quality information is 
40 aؔإ؜ئؘإ, 2011.
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expensive will not be able to resolve the grave financial problems of infor-
mation journalism.
As a preventative measure against further migration of advertising to social 
media, Swiss media companies are increasingly investing money in techno-
logies of “behavioural targeting”, allowing the personalisation of advertising 
ƞƹƢ ƹƣǂƾ ƺƹ ƿƩƣ Ɵƞƾiƾ ƺƤ ơƺllƣơƿƣƢ ǀƾƣƽ Ƣƞƿƞ. Hƺǂƣǁƣƽ, Ƹƺƾƿ ƺƤ ƿƩƣ ƸƣƢiƞ 
companies in Switzerland are too small to collect large amounts of data (Big 
Dƞƿƞᄭ. FǀƽƿƩƣƽ, ƿƩƣǄ Ƣƺ ƹƺƿ Ʃƞǁƣ ƿƩƣ Ƥiƹƞƹơiƞl Ƹƣƞƹƾ ƺƽ ƿƣơƩƹiơƞl kƹƺǂ- Ʃƺǂ 
ƿƩƞƿ ǂƺǀlƢ Ɵƣ ƽƣƼǀiƽƣƢ Ƥƺƽ Ƣƞƿƞ ƞƹƞlǄƾiƾ ƞƹƢ ƞƨƨƽƣƨƞƿiƺƹ ᄬDƞƿƞ Miƹiƹƨᄭ ƺƽ 
to develop more sophisticated targeting technologies. Thus, as an alternative 
solution, they are seeking to join forces with partner companies; a strategy 
that has led to the creation of Admeira, the recently established joint venture 
between the Swiss Broadcasting Corporation (SRG), Swisscom and Ringier (a 
media company). The purpose of Admeira is to establish an alliance of the 
three companies in the field of online advertising. As a telecom company, 
dǂiƾƾơƺƸ ƻƺƾƾƣƾƾƣƾ ƢƣƿƞilƣƢ iƹƤƺƽƸƞƿiƺƹ ƞƟƺǀƿ iƿƾ ơǀƾƿƺƸƣƽƾ, ƣǃƿƣƹƢiƹƨèᅬ iƹ 
ƿƩƣ ơƞƾƣ ƺƤ ƸƺƟilƣ ƾƣƽǁiơƣƾèᅬ ƿƺ ƿƩƣiƽ ƺƹliƹƣ ƟƣƩƞǁiƺǀƽ. Iƹ ƿƩƣ ƣǄƣƾ ƺƤ dcG, ƿƩƣ 
fact that Swisscom has broad experience of using targeting technologies such 
as Real Time Advertising or Real Time Bidding establishes the company as a 
particularly attractive partner for collecting and analysing data. Swisscom, 
on the other hand, benefits from cooperation with SRG and Ringier because 
they produce costly news and entertainment programmes that Swisscom can 
make available on its own TV and entertainment platforms, as opposed to 
Swisscom having to produce them itself.
Ɵᄭ aƣƽƾƺƹƞliƾƞƿiƺƹ eƣơƩƹƺlƺƨiƣƾ
The establishment of Admeira raises the key question of whether the use of 
personalisation technologies by the SRG in order to target individual users 
would be reconcilable with the broadcaster’s public service remit as defined 
ƟǄ dǂiƾƾ lƞǂ. MƞơƩiƹƣ Lƣƞƽƹiƹƨ ᄬMLᄭ, Dƞƿƞ Miƹiƹƨ, Ƣƞƿƞ ƞƹƞlǄƾiƾ ƞƹƢ ƺƿƩƣƽ 
techniques of Artificial Intelligence (AI), have boosted the development of 
personalisation algorithms that allow companies to produce sophisticated 
user profiles, which can be employed to predict users’ future behaviour.41 The 
more data that is available for training the algorithms, the finer- grained pre-
dictions they are able to make. If a media company knows exactly what kind 
41 M؜إؘ؜؟؟ؘ H؜؟ؘؗؕإؔءؗا, Smart Technologies and the End(s) of Law: Novel Entanglements 
ƺƤ Lƞǂ ƞƹƢ eƣơƩƹƺlƺƨǄ, CƩƣlƿƣƹƩƞƸ/NƺƽƿƩƞƸƻƿƺƹ ᇴᇲᇳᇷ, ƻ. ᇳᇲᇻ.
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of person a customer is, it may be tempted to use the personalisation tech-
nology to take person- related decisions not only regarding advertising mes-
sages but also regarding the news and other types of content that a user will 
see on her screen. 
This prospect creates a potential conflict between the SRG’s commercial 
and technological preferences and the legal requirements arising from its 
public service remit. As mentioned, Article 93 II Constitution provides for 
a public service mandate, requiring the system of radio and television as a 
whole to contribute “to education and cultural development, to the free shaping 
of opinion and to entertainment”, thus supporting the renewal of the cultural 
resources necessary for the functioning of democracy and for safeguarding 
cohesion between the different linguistic regions, cultures and mentalities 
in the country. Within a setting defined by the economic and cultural parti-
cularities of Switzerland, different options for implementing this public man-
date are possible. Under the order of a parliamentary committee, the Swiss 
Government in 2014 published a report which reflected on structural change 
in the media sector in Switzerland and asked how this was impacting on the 
fulfilment of the constitutional public service mandate by radio and televi-
sion in particular and the media sector in general. This reflection was paralle-
led by political pressure from right- leaning groups requiring an open debate 
about the institutional implementation of the public service mandate. In a 
ƻƞƽƿiƞl ƽƣƾƻƺƹƾƣ ƿƺ ƿƩƣƾƣ ƻƽƣƾƾǀƽƣƾ, ƿƩƣ dǂiƾƾ ƨƺǁƣƽƹƸƣƹƿ iƹ ᇴᇲᇳᇸ ƻƽƺƢǀơƣƢ 
a further report reviewing the definition of public service broadcasting and 
analysing the relationship between private electronic media and SRG in the 
fulfilment of the public service mandate. These reports and debates show a 
general awareness amongst those involved in policy- making of the potenti-
ally far- reaching consequences of the ongoing structural change in the media 
ƾǄƾƿƣƸ. Hƺǂƣǁƣƽ, ƿƩƣƽƣ iƾ ƹƺ ơƺƹƾƣƹƾǀƾ ƾƺ Ƥƞƽ ƺƹ Ʃƺǂ ƻƺliƿiơƾ ƾƩƺǀlƢ ƽƣƾƻƺƹƢ 
ƿƺ ƿƩiƾ iƾƾǀƣ. Iƹ ƞ ǁƺƿƣ ƺƤ ᇶ MƞƽơƩ ᇴᇲᇳᇺ, ƞ ᇹᇳ.ᇸ % ƸƞjƺƽiƿǄ ƺƤ ƿƩƣ ơiƿiǅƣƹƾ ƞƹƢ ƞll 
Cantons said no to a popular initiative that wanted to abolish the compulsory 
levy which serves to finance the SRG and public broadcasting in Switzerland. 
Although considerable critique was raised against the SRG (including expan-
sionist business practices and too much shallow entertainment) in the run- up 
to the vote, the result was almost unanimously interpreted as a clear political 
commitment to the SRG and to robust public service broadcasting.42
42 See the article ‚Attack on public broadcasting licence fee clearly fails‘ on Swissinfo, 4 
MƞƽơƩ ᇴᇲᇳᇺ ᄬƩƿƿƻƾ://ƻƣƽƸƞ.ơơ/Lᇴᇺc-jibᇵᄭ.
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Accordingly, there is a strong likelihood that the currently existing institu-
tional setting will continue to prevail for the next couple of years. This setting 
provides for the legal obligation of the SRG (as the public broadcaster) and a 
selected number of private broadcasting companies to contribute to the ful-
filment of the public service mandate. The law places the main responsibility 
for the provision of the public service mandate clearly on the shoulders of the 
SRG. The small number of private broadcasters, which are authorised with a 
licence and partly financed through the broadcasting levy, provide their ser-
vices mainly at local and regional levels.
Article 24 Radio and Television Act43 provides that the SRG has a com-
prehensive public service remit. First, the SRG has to live up to high quality 
standards as regards the news and other content that it is producing. Further, 
in this regard, the SRG must ensure that its programmes are able to reach 
the entire Swiss population. Moreover, the public service broadcaster has 
to advance cohesion between different regions and cultures in Switzerland. 
For this purpose, the SRG is required to contribute to linguistic exchange 
between language regions and to financially equalise economic differences 
between regional media markets. As a consequence, less affluent Italian and 
French speaking regions are cross- subsidised by the wealthier German spe-
aking area to ensure that a similar offer of quality programmes is available 
everywhere in Switzerland. This model secures that the same range of public 
service programmes is supplied in every linguistic region in Switzerland. As 
compensation for fulfilling its broad mandate, the SRG enjoys inter alia finan-
cial privileges as it receives a major part of the broadcasting levy which all 
households in Switzerland are required to pay. The Swiss broadcasting levy 
ơǀƽƽƣƹƿlǄ ƞƸƺǀƹƿƾ ƿƺ CHF ᇵᇸᇷ ƻƣƽ ƩƺǀƾƣƩƺlƢ ƻƣƽ Ǆƣƞƽ, ǂƩiơƩ iƾ ƣǃƻƣƹƾiǁƣ iƹ 
international comparison. As a result of the debate about the SRG’s future 
iƹ ƿƩƣ ƽǀƹ- ǀƻ ƿƺ ƿƩƣ ǁƺƿƣ ƺƤ ᇶ MƞƽơƩ ᇴᇲᇳᇺ, ƞ ƽƣƢǀơƿiƺƹ ƺƤ ƿƩƣ lƣǁǄ ƿƺ CHF ᇵᇲᇲ 
seems to be a likely consequence.
If Swiss law justifies the privileged position of the SRG by pointing to the 
particular mandate that the broadcaster fulfils in favour of democracy and 
cohesion, then it is of primordial importance that the SRG’s content actu-
ƞllǄ ƽƣƞơƩƣƾ ƿƩƣ ƣƹƿiƽƣ ƻƺƻǀlƞƿiƺƹ. aƣƽƾƺƹƞliƾƞƿiƺƹ ƺƤ ơƺƹƿƣƹƿ ơƺǀlƢ ƻƺƿƣƹƿi-
ally conflict with these stipulations, and especially considering the risks of 
43 FƣƢƣƽƞl éơƿ ƺƹ cƞƢiƺ ƞƹƢ eƣlƣǁiƾiƺƹ ƺƤ ᇴᇶ MƞƽơƩ ᇴᇲᇲᇸ ᄬcƞƢiƺ ƞƹƢ eƣlƣǁiƾiƺƹ éơƿ, cegéᄭ, 
dc ᇹᇺᇶ.ᇶᇲ; ƾƣƣ Ƥƺƽ ƞƹ EƹƨliƾƩ ǁƣƽƾiƺƹ ƺƤ ƿƩƣ cƞƢiƺ ƞƹƢ eƣlƣǁiƾiƺƹ éơƿ ǂǂǂ.ƞƢƸiƹ.ơƩ 
(https://perma.cc/9KBY- G4KS). 
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fragmentation and polarisation, as described earlier, it is a rather contradic-
tory course for the SRG to pursue. The SRG should ensure a counterbalance 
to the above- mentioned tendencies of social media and online platforms 
and should provide that high quality content reaches the entire population 
in Switzerland. 
The fundamental challenge for the SRG will be to convince young people in 
particular that its programmes are sources of reliable information, which is 
essential for the future of democracy and cohesion in Switzerland. To achieve 
this, the SRG will need to explore the extent to which personalisation techno-
logies could work for the good of the public service mandate. The key question 
is: how can user targeting be combined with “translation services” to both 
make young audiences aware of perspectives that are qualitatively distinct 
from those encountered on social networks and online platforms and to 
enable them to decipher quality in the media?
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III. dǀƸƸƞƽǄ
Legal sociology is an empiric sub- discipline of the law that is primarily inte-
rested in observing the emergence and functioning of the law from an objec-
tive perspective. It is only in a second step that a change of perspective occurs, 
from objective description to normative prescription. Accordingly, the legal 
sociologist is wearing two hats: the hat of a social scientist who is observing 
the law from an external sociological perspective and the hat of a jurist who 
is pondering the gained insights from a system- internal legal perspective and 
who eventually makes recommendations for improving the law’s workings. 
The law, as an autopoietic sub- system of society, will understand the legal 
sociologist’s recommendations based on its own system- rationality, and then 
autonomously decide what to do with them.
A legal sociology perspective can be useful in analysing how structu-
ral change impacts on the interaction between law and society and the 
functioning of direct democracy in Switzerland. News selection through 
personalisation technologies and other forms of artificial intelligence 
potentially interferes with the concept of direct democracy, which pre-
supposes the existence of citizens who are competent to take informed 
decisions on a diverse range of matters of political interest. The Swiss 
model of direct democracy depends on societal preconditions, which it 
cannot guarantee itself and on cultural resources that need to be renewed 
continuously. The resources that direct democracy needs for its reproduc-
tion are citizens’ capabilities to build their own independent opinions on 
the many political issues they are supposed to take decisions on at the 
ballot box. According to the Constitution, two institutions are primarily 
responsible for enabling citizens to meet the requirements of this task: 
a system of generally accessible public education and a system of public 
service broadcasting. Under current law, the SRG is in charge of the latter. 
The raison d’être of the SRG is the fulfilment of a public service mandate 
requiring it to guarantee high quality and diverse information and to con-
tribute to cohesion between the different cultures in the country. The SRG 
can discharge this duty only if its programmes are able to reach the entire 
ƻƺƻǀlƞƿiƺƹ. aƣƽƾƺƹƞliƾƞƿiƺƹ ƺƤ ơƺƹƿƣƹƿèᅬ ƞ ƻƺƿƣƹƿiƞllǄ ƿƣƸƻƿiƹƨ Ɵǀƾiƹƣƾƾ 
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strategy in the competition (with transnational platform corporations) 
Ƥƺƽ ǀƾƣƽ ƞƿƿƣƹƿiƺƹèᅬ ǂƺǀlƢ ƻƽƺƟƞƟlǄ ơƺƹƿƽƞƢiơƿ ƿƩiƾ ƞiƸ. Hƺǂƣǁƣƽ, ƤǀƽƿƩƣƽ 
research on content personalisation and how this technology could be uti-
lised in order to bring high quality information to the attention of younger 
audiences could be useful.
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